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Volume LXIII 
Ten Ursinus Students 
Named to Who's Who 
Ten Ursinus students have been nominated for the 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES. This volume first 
appeared in 1934 and now contains sketches on students 
from over six hundred universities and colleges. 
Students were nominated by a 
committee consisting of stu- school after graduation. Sue is 
dents and staff members . &hol-' president of the WSGA, a sister 
astic excellence is important, of Tau Sigma Gamma and cap-
but these people have also ren- tain of the hockey team. She is 
dered service to the school. a member of the All-College 
Nomination is limited to seniors. Hockey Team and the U. S. Wo-
Usted alphabetically below men's Reserve Lacrosse Team. 
are the students honored this Sue has been a soph ruler and is 
year. 
Elmeretta BottigIier is a his-
tory major from New Cumber-
land, Pa. Ellie plans to attend 
graduate SChOOl after gradua-
tion. As a student here, she has 
been active, especially in the 
musioal organizations. She is 
vice president of the Meister-
singers, student conductor for 
the Meistersingers and MeSSiah 
and a member of Pi Nu Epsilon. 
Ellie has served on the Y cab-
inet and as secretary-treasurer 
of Chi Alpha. She is on the 
business staff of the Ruby, a 
member of Pi Gamma Mu, and 
president of Duryea Hall. 
Carol DeSilva has a teaching 
position at Spring-Ford Senior 
High School for Feb. 1964. Carol 
is an English major from Du-
mont, N. J. She is a student 
teacher and a member of PSEA. 
Carol sings in the Messiah and 
was vice-president of Phi Alpha 
Psi. Her other activities have 
included treasurer of WSGA, 
Soph Ruler, Spring Festival and 
Weekly staff. 
Dave DiEugenio is a biology 
pre-med major and is planning 
to attend medical school after 
graduation. Dave hails from 
Downingtown, Pa. He is a foot-
ball player and member of the 
Varsity Club. Dave also belongs 
to Zeta Chi, the Newman Club, 
and Curtain Club. He works in 
the kitchen and is also a proctor 
and an assistant for the chem-
istry department. 
Bob Gladstone is an English 
major from Philadelphia, Pa. 
His future plans aren't definite, 
but he would like to do some-
thing in the field of advertising. 
Bob is co-editor of the Ruby, 
and a brother of Beta Sigma 
Lambda. He is a soccer player, 
on the track team and a mem-
ber of the Varsity Club. Bob was 
head soph ruler and is now 
proctor of Leber Hall. 
known to the women of the new 
dorms as the Gordon-Davis Lin-
en Lady. 
Greg Kern is a Philadelphian 
majoring in English. He plans to 
attend graduate school and get 
his Ph.D. After that he would 
like to teach English on the 
college level. Greg is a member 
of the Curtain Club and of Al-
pha Psi Omega. He is president 
of the local chapter of the 
PSEA. Greg is in Cub and Key 
and Alpha Phi Omega. He is a 
student teacher and has sung 
in the Messiah. 
Joan Kleinhoff has served as 
secretary of her class for four 
years and has been elected 
permanent class secretary. Joan 
(Continued on page 3) 
Mrs. Randall, 
942 Resident Head, 
Dies Saturday 
Mrs. Robert W. Randall, Res-
iden t Head of 942 Main Street, 
passed away Saturday after an 
illness of one week. Mrs. Ran-
dall was beginning her third 
year as ·a member of the Ursinus 
Community. 
Prior to her service at Ursin us, 
Mrs. Randall served as Resi-
dent Head at the University of 
Rhode Island for four years. She 
was a member of the Royersford 
Women's Club band of Grace 
Lutheran Church. 
She is survived by one son 
and one daughter and three 
grandchildren. 
Funeral arrangements have 
been made through the Geiser 
Funeral Home, Washington st., 
Royersford. There will be a 
viewing tonight at the funeral 
home from 7 to 9. Funeral serv-
ices will be conducted at the 
Geiser Funeral Home on Tues-
day, December 10 at 2 p.m. 
UC Circle Holds 
Christmas Party 
Number 9 
MONbAY, DECEMBER 9, 1963 
"Breeches Bible" IHandel's 'Messiah' to be Given at UC; 
Used at Vespers f D . 12 
An Origin~py of the 26th Annual Concert Set or ec. 
"Breeches Bible" published in 
1599 was used by Professor Rich-
ru:d T. Schellhase sunday at the 
vesper service in Bomberger 
Chapel, Ursinus College, in ob-
servance of Universal Bible 
Sunday. The service was open 
The presentation of Handel's MESSIAH has become an annual t~adition at U~sinus 
College. This Thursday, December 12 will find Bo:nberger Chapel hUed to capaclty as 
the students and guest soloists present the twenty-sl~th performance. 
I 
A limited number of tlckets I g-r-e-a-t-Iy-p-r-o-m-o-t-e-d-t-h-e---:C=h-r-:-i-st:-m-as 
have gone o~ sale f?r the p.er- slJrit at Ursinus. His leadership 
formance whlCh begm~ at 8.15. and enthusiasm has made the 
The student body and mterested I program an outstanding pro-
guests are invited t? the rehear- I duction. 
to the public. 
This edition of the Bible, 
which was published twelve 
years before the more famous 
and familiar King James or Au-
thorized Version, gets its name 
from the unusual translation of 
the seventh verse of the thi rr 
chapter of Genesis, where refer-
ring to Adam and Eve, it reads: 
sal to be held at 2.30 Thursday Guest Soloists 
I af~e~~o~~~rus, which consists of I The music department is the voices of two hundred and proud to announce the guest so-
twenty students and alumni, loists f?r the. 1963 perf0n:nance. I will be conducted by Dr. William I Returnmg thlS year will . be 
"Then the eyes of them both 
were opened, and they knew 
that they were naked, then they 
sewed figge-tree leaves together, 
and made themselves breeches." 
F. Philip. Dr. Philip has con- Howard L.. Gamble, organIst, 
ducted the performance since it and ~·edenck D .. Ma~er, tenor. 
originated in 1937 and has Genevleve Rowe will f~ the po-
sition of soprano; Dons Mayes 
will be the alto and Frederick 
Jones bass-baritone. 
Taking a cue from this uni-
que translation, PI'ofessor 
Schellhase spoke on "Clothing 
for the Naked." Continuing his 
play on words suggested by the 
text, he talked on "the breach 
between man and God and be-
tween man and man, breeches Fre~erick Mayer 
man attempts to cover up his 
(pretension and alibis) by which I Returnmg tenor soloist 
guilt, and the bridge which God PSEA To Heat' 
provides in Jesus Christ to close T lk OD TestiDO' 
the chasm between man and a ~ 
God and between man and Mr. Jamison of Haverford 
man." College will be the guest speaker 
The 364-year old Bible belongs at the December 8 meeting of 
to Dr. Ralph B. Allen, Philadel- the PSEA. His topic will be 
phia, visiting professor of Eng- Testing He will explain how to 
lish at Ursinus College who pre- compose effective and valid 
viously Maded the English and tests and how to avoid pitfalls 
Humanities Division at Rutgers in making up tests. The meeting I 
College of South Jersey and will be at 6:30 in room 7. Re-
pTior to that taught at the Uni- freshments will be served. 
versity of Pennsylvania. Dr. Al-
len says that this copy of the SOPH AND JR. WOMEN 
Bible was brOUGht to America by Mrs. Donald L. Helfferich 
one of his Puritan ancestors cordially invites the women 
sometime between 1620 and 1664. of the sophomore and junior 
This translation of the Bible classes to a Christmas party 
is also known as the "Puritan at Super House, 542 Main st., 
Bible" since its translation and on Tuesday, December 17, 
pul-lication had to be done in ftom 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
Swilzerland to escape. the relig- Mrs. Allan Rice will give a 
iou::; persecutions whicll at that I talk on "Christmas in SWed-
time had swept England, ac- en." Women planning to at-
cording to Dr. Allen. tend should notify their dor-
He says that this was the mitory president by Decem-
Bible translation which Shakes- ber 13. peare was familiar with. I.!-____________ ~ 
Barnhouse of TV I 0 Speaks 
Frederick Mayer is noted in 
the field of music and has tour-
ed much of the United states. 
He is a professor at Columbia 
University in the departme~t of 
Education and holds the degree 
of Do:!tor of Education. He has 
sung at numerous churches in-
cluding the Marble Collegiate 
Church in N. Y. C. ; Vassar 
Temple, poughkeepsie, New 
York ; and Temple Emanuel, 
Cedarhust, Long Island. Dr. 
Mayer was given the distinction 
, of being Minister of Music at 
Madison Avenue Baptist Church 
I Doris Mayes will be the alto soloist. She has achieved out-
standing recognition in the 
field of music, for she holds the 
Doris Mayes, guest alto soloist 
Notes on the WSGA 
A general meeting of the Wo-
men's Student Government As-
sociation was held in Bomberg-
er Chapel last night. Participat-
,ing were the Council members 
and 20 interested women stu-
dents, one senior, one junior, 
I five sophomores, and thirteen 
freshmen. I The first topic discussed was a 
rule change which would per-
mit women students to wear 
slacks and bermudas in the re-
ception rooms on Saturday af-
ternoons. All women there ex-
pressed their support of such a 
Marion Anderson and Philadel-
Donald Barnhouse, a news commentator for WCAU- change. A Committee of stu-
dents and council members was 
TV, spoke December 4, at a Public Affairs Commission set up to present the case of the 
Forum, in a program entitled A TRIP THRU RUSSIA. women students to the adminis- Genevieve Rowe 
A four-week trip into Russia tration. Guest soprano soloist 
and the satellite nations, he NOTICE Plans for the Ohristmas ban- th 
acknowledged, does not qualify Cjuet. and caroling were explain- phia Orchestra awards and e 
a person as an expert in Russian There will be a short meet- ed as was the next Design for Grande Prix Award in Toulouse, Patty Hill comes from Ore-land,Pa. and is majoring in his-
tory. She plans to get her mas-
ter's degree in history and then 
enter the teaching profession. 
Patty is a student teacher and 
a member of PSEA. She is pres-
ident of the Whitians, of O'Chi 
and of the ISC. She plays var-
sity lacrosse and sings in the 
Messiah. Patty is a member of 
Pi Gamma Mu and works for 
the history department. Her 
sophomore year she was vice 
president of her class. 
The Ursinus Circle held a 
Christmas party on December 5 
at 8 p.m. at Miss Spangler's 
Studio Cottage. The members 
sang Christmas carols and were 
entertained by Mildred Deery 
and Marian Pugh who played a 
piano duet. The hostesses for 
the party were Miss Helen Moll, 
Mrs. Arturo Lopez, and Mrs. E. 
S. Mendelson. 
affairs, however, with the im- ing for all men interested in 1 Living Program. France International Singing 
pressions he gained, Mr. Barn- participating on the Ursinus The president, Sue Honeysett, Competition. She has just com-
house hoped to balance those of College Track Team-De- I tnen asked the women students pleted an opera tour of Germ-
others, from other points of fending Middle Atlantic Con- to think about the Central Nom- any. 
view. The trip was taken with ference Champions - Tues- inating Committee and election The chorus will have Gene-
his sister, a linguist who speaks day, December 10, 1963, in procedures at Ursinus. These vieve Rowe as the guest soprano 
fluent Russian. room S-108. topics will be discussed at fu- soloist. She has performed on 
His first view of any Commu- ture general m~etings at which I tele~ision, l:adio, .and is a re-tion. The Germans, however, time the Councll and the Con- cordmg artlSt. Miss Rowe has 
nist country came in Germany, have a history and national stitutional Revision Committee given four Town Hall recitals in 
in Berlin, where "there is the pride which is unused to occupa- will be open to suggestions. New York City and has sung 
contrast between freedom at its tion. best and Communism at its ug- Following the adjournment of with the Bach Festival choruses 
liest." The Russians, he said In Russia itself, the people the or;en meeting, the council at Bethlehem, Pa.; Berea, Ohio; 
J. A. Minnich 
Attends Seminar 
following the war, feared a unit' I seemed contented with their po- passed the following rule Winter. Park, Fla.; and White 
- litical system. He found that the chann-e: "Women students are Plains, N. Y. 
ed Germany, and they attempt- people are proud because Com- to be allowed to wear bermudas Fred Jones has been selected 
ed to keep Germany weak and I munism is something which has d I k . th t· 
Sue Honeysett is a math major 
from Norristown, Fa. She is stu-
dent teaching this semester and 
plans to teach senior high 
College Bowl Team 
Prepares for Meet 
divided. They were in the pro I an sac s m e recep lOn to fill the position of bass after 
- been developed in Russia. They rooms on SatUl·day from the receiving the news that the for-
J Allen Minnich, director of cess of rebuilding their own now have more prosperity and noon meal until dinner." The merly scheduled singer, Gene 
. country, transporting German I political freedom than they t placement at Ursin us Co~lege technology and technologists in- ever had, and the government ~otion. was carried wi h.out any Boucher would be unable to per-
was one of 18 placem~nt d~rec- to Russia. "While we were re- maintains the old palaces of the dlss.entmg votes and IS now torm. Mr. Jones has toured 
tors of Middle Atlantlc uruver- building our zones, the Russians C7ars as museums in constant subJ~i!~ to ~he approval of. the throughout the United States, 
sities and colleges to attend a 1 ndering theirs" admInIstratIOn. The Commlttee Canada, and Mexico. He has ap-
d 5 eminar on insur- were p u '. remmder of the past. There IS I to prepare the WSGA's case will )'eared at Carnegie Hall and is The Ursin us College Bowl NOV 4 an s This however gives a mlS no particular dissatisfaction 
. onsored by Liberty Mu- , ,- meet tonight immediately af- currently singing "Cosi fan 
Team is at present waiting ~o ance ISP e Company at its leading picture, in that East. with their material lot because I ter dinner ~t the piano in tutti" with the Metropolitan 
hear about a final date for theIr tual nsuranc h me office Germany is unlike the other of a certain amount of isolation, BOmberger' 
appearance on that NBC TV Bost~n, ~ass., °ies c~nd'ucted: satellites which have a greater so that the knowledge of Amer- _ :______ Opera StudiO. 
»lOgratn. It has been placed on ThIrd In a ser the seminar I degree of freedom and prosper- I ican affluence does not really Des·.rY'rI For LI. .DO' I Howard Gamble is returning 
the l-"t of the colleges to be by the company,. 1 ity In Hungary he found that, affect them Ie'" VI '=' : this year to perform as organist. 
jo') desl'gned to inform P ace-· , .. P T d N h IA 't l' t d It· th 
'taIled. However, so many was . ~ thE' people talked openly on thE' I In the cities he found a great roo-raID ues ay ig t s reCI a IS an ec urer m e 
.:IChools are participating that it ment directors of th~ns~~~~~: streets to Americans, and in ho- . deal of variety, local consCiOUS-I l::I --- Fast, Mr. Gamble is a member of 
seems unlikely that the team phases of casualty 1 . t t 'tels and restaurants throughout I ness, and cosmopOlitan taste. On Tuesday evening, Decem-I the Fellow of the American 
wID be called before next year. Sidney A. Berkett, . a~ls an f . the European Satellite coun-: Leningrad Russia's cultural ber 10 the first Design for Liv- C'uild of Organists and is now 
Meanwhile, the team meets vice president and dl\eC ~r ~ I tries the old degree of Euro-; center w~s compared to Phila- ling Pl:o"ram of the WSGA will examiner for the Pennsylvania 
twice' weekly, once to view the underwriting perso~ne i I e~ d II pean' hospitality remains. I delphi~ as a city with an im- be held'" in Paisley Recrocation' Chapter of the guild. He has re-
rogram, and once for a prac- ed the program WhlC~. ':lt~ u e f. All of this Mr. Barnhouse at- ·l)Ortant historical background, room at 6:30 p.m. The Freshman Iceived a choirmaster degree and 
tJce session. Under the direction discussions of th~ ac ~rl les °d I tributed to the fact that most! where the people are prosper- Advisory Committee is in charge lis presenntly the choirmaster 
of J. Douglas Davis, Assistant the sal~s,. loss, plev~~n~ ~~e European nations have fre- ous and modern. of this meeting. Mrs. Grace of and organist at the German '~roj~eslsor of History, the mem- undcrwntm~ .depart om' anv's quentIy been domin~ted and are Mr. Barnhouse expressed the the Norristown Garden Club Jewish Center. . 
to Improve their group also vlSIt~~ t~~ c 6 i.er a customed to foreIgn occupa- 1 idea that the Russians were a 'I will give a talk and demonstra- \ The orchestra will COnslst of 
under conditions Boston Reha?lhta 1O~ ~ e~e_ people busy at work building a tiOll on Decorating for Christ- members of the Philadelphia 
to those on the pro- and its Hopkm~on, a~s., A'ITENTION country, trying to improve what mas. Refreshments will be \OrChestra and music students of 
as possible. search La~?ratOlY. . ted in- It might be well to call to the V have. This is their only \SerVed and all women students Ursinus College, a total of twen-
increase their knowledge, UniversltlCS I~pl;scn ylvania I tl1e attention Of. our readers, concern, and this, he concludes, are cordially invited. ty-six pieces. The pianists are 
members have been eluded Mar~lan, en~merican' I an error which ir.udvertalltly is healthy. Russia is concern- Linda F. Thompson, senior, and 
to read a book a week and Fairleigh DlCki~son, e College~! crept into the current Ursln- ed with internal pressures and Judith Ann Esterline, junior. 
up on current events. I Rutgers, and ~e ~~ard· Ul,sala,! us Colleg~ catalogue. problems, just as Americans arp.. Th~ chor~s, which has been 
seniors on the team. who represented .~~ u e Albright I Christmas recess begins at "We must be very vigilant and practIcing smce October, has 
graduate before Ursinus ap- Ursinus. WI '~ia Lafayette: I 5:30 p.m., on Friday, Decem- continuously so, lest we miss an been under the student direc-
on College Bowl have Gettysburg, Juma Muhlenberg I ber 20, 1963, rather than at opportunity to lessen the ten- tion of Elmeretta J. Bottigller 
to \lie their kn~wledge LaSalle, Ly~ominJ' Drexel Inst1~ I 5 :30 a.m. sions between these countries, and Robert A. Llvington, both 
1l,*'leIICe to help the other PennsylvanIa Rin y be"ause no one wants war." seniors. tute cl Techno og . 
PAGE TWO 
EDITORIAL 
Curtain Club Meets the Challenge 
I t has been demonstrated in the pa t but has been vividly brought 
to our attentioll this past weekend. The r"inu ' tudent when given 
a challenge are able to meet it. The urtain lub production was one 
which even the director felt . ome qualms about in the beginning. It 
wa, something ncw, difficult and untried on our ampu. The cast, di-
rcctor~, and all of tho e involved with the production of Dear rVorm-
wood ro, e to the challenge and the end re~ult wa ' a fine play, one 
which both they and the audience ",,,ill remember. 1 hi could well 
servc a an example. "Vhen there i ' the need for tudent to how re-
,ponsibility, initiative, and judgment, they can do o. If more respon-
sibility were given to them, more room for initiative, perhap there 
would be a larger number of people who could say that they believe in 
the tudent body. 
At the ame time, this should serve as an example to the student 
body. There is on our Campu ' room for leader hip, with initiative. The 
cry of the tudent body for entertainment ha long becn heard. Why 
doe not . ome organization bcgin the work of bringing entertainment 
here. There are ' everal group. on whom this re ' pon ibility could fall. 
The question are: Do they want the respon. ibility? Do they have 
the initiative? Do they have the leader hip which i e ential to get 
. tudent upport? It is time, now, for some action on the part of all 
those who moan about the lack. here. And it i time for tho e who are 
leader" or at lea t elected 0, to begin to lead. 'Ve humbly reque t that 
no one come to u, with the indignant complaint that we are picking on 
them. For tho e people we have only one reply: If the hoe fits, wear it. 
• • 
Constitutional Controls Viewed 
No one, whom we kno",' of, ha ever been hurt by reading the 
Constitution of the United State, either for the first time, or the 
econd, or third. From many of the comments heard on campu and 
from many of the reaction throughout the country to Kennedy' a-
a ination, we have concluded that any number of people, including 
various Senator ' and Representative, ought to read the Con titution 
for the fir t time. 
Article III. Section 2. The Trial of all (not mo t, or orne) crime, 
except in Cases of Impeachment, hall be by Jury (not by a Congre -
iona) inve tigating team) ; and uch Trial shall be held in the State 
(Texa ) where the aid Crime hall have been committed {not in 
Wa hington, D. C.; .... 
Article Ill. Section 3. Trea on against the United State hall 
con ist only in levying War again t them, or in adhering to their 
Enemie , giving them Aid and Comfort. 
Amendments. Article II. A well regulated Militia being nec-
e ary to the ecurity of a free State, the right of the people to keep and 
bear arms hall not be infringed. Article V. No per on hall be held to 
an wer for a capital, or otherwi e infamou crime, unle s on a pre ent-
ment or indictment of a Grand Jury ... 
Article VI. In all criminal prosecution, the accu ed hall enjoy 
the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the 
State and district shall have been previou ly ascertained by law ... 
(Notice that there i no provision for a trial by Congre s.) Article X. 
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution , nor 
prohibited by the State, are re erved to the tate re pectively, or 
to the people. A college newspaper, as small or in ignificant as it may 
be in the world of journali m, often feels a responsibility that take it 
outside the realm of immediate college life. And, today we cannot 
help feeling di turbed by orne of what we see going on around us on 
the national cene, particularly in regards to the Kennedy a sassination. 
A special inve tigating team, headed by the Chief J u tice of the 
U ni ted State, compo ed of various Senators, Repre en tatives, and 
other governmental figures, bothers ).lS. Whatever happened to sep-
aration of power ? Our oppo ition will claim though, that this is a 
"special case," of importance to us all. Granted, but our government is 
supposed to be able to function in its normal setup when faced with 
"special situations." 
Emotion, that great overriding force, plays heavily in many of the 
actions we see going on about us. Emotion i a good thing, but not 
when it come to rational control of the government of 180 million 
people. Our Constitution was constructed to protect all of the people 
from the emotion and entiments of a few who eem to know what 
would be good for all in "special situations." 
Onc of the greatest threat to freedom today, the result of a 
"special situation," is the House Commiuee on Un-American Activi-
ties, a body whose actions are nowhere called for in, or protected by, 
the Con titution of the United States. Emotion, however, that great 
overwhelming force, protect the Committee, becau e, well, who 
wants to be Un-American? Our Constitution calls for the protection of 
the people, by Jury Trial. Trial by embarrassments before a Hou e 
Committee is, of all things, Un-American. 
After as assas ination of a President, it is natural that there 
should be a national emotional outpouring. And in the outpouring 
are several proposed amendment to the Con titution. Congressmen 
call for tighter control of arms and munition, pecial powers to 
do this or that, new law changing the jurisdiction of the federal 
government, and under this great emotional tress many things are 
done that should not be done. But the odd part of the whole situation 
is that, at the moment, all the.e thing ound like good things because 
people, all of us, forget to stop, think, and take a good hard look 
at the situation around u . 
For example, the day after the assa ination of President Kennedy, 
this writer was itting in th.e U rsinus Dining Hall eating breakfast; a 
remark was made. The writer wa informed by one of the emotion-
ally charged listeners sitting next to him that a remark similar to the 
One this writer made resulted in another per on being physically 
assaulted by five other freedom loving Americans the previous even-
ing in Wa hington. 
It is feared that a similar mentality may still pervade some areas 
of the country and the Congre . 
For Example, in Congress the push i ' on to pa S many of the 
measure introduced hy the late Pre ident. Even though many of the 
mea~ures may be good one, there is no reason that the loyal oppo ition, 
as it were, should be stilled. The voice of di sent i a neces ·a ry part 
of the American political system. Checks and balances, pros and 
cons, determine the ynthesized policies of American government. 
Compromi e may not be alwa}'s the best olution to a problem, but 
it appears u ually to be the most stable and most enduring system 
of problem solving. 
Well, it really doesn't do much good to preach, as anyone who 
has anything at all to do with the public will be glad to verify. And 
it doesn't do much good to tell people things they don't like to hear, 
for the strange fact is that people read what they like to read and 
hear what they like to hear. 
It i ' hoped that whatever is done, or rc ults from the tragedy 
America suffered November 22 will come only after careful thought 
and the utmo. t con 'ideration by tho e elected to run our republic. 
But Politics, in this day and age, somewhat devoid of ethic, is 
a funny game, not quite as idealistically pure as some of us would 
like to believe, and not alway characterized by common sen 'e.-CP 
THE VRSINVS WEEKLY 
Comments 
Reaction from Abroad 
Dateline: Stockholm I Dateline.: Tokyo 
Editor's Note: Carlton G. Ding- Editor's Note: David Ohhira, 
man, Ursinus political science of Tokyo, Japan, was a special 
major, is spending his junior student at Ul'sinus College last 
year abroad as a student at the year. In the article below (the 
English Language Institute of main part of a letter to Foreign 
the University of Stockholm, Student Adviser, Professor Allan 
Sweden. Lake Rice) he expresses his 
Stockholm, Sweden, Nov. 26,1963 views on the recent American 
One might think that the tragedy. 
death of an American President Toshima-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 
would be a somewhat remote November 25, 1963 
thing for the people of Europe, I could not believe my ears. I 
even considering it:..<; grave re- was shocked and horrified to 
percussions throughout the hear that President Kennedy 
world. Today, in this time of was shot at Dallas, Texas. It is 
such vast communication net- a great loss for you Americans 
works and travel opportunities, and for the rest of the people 
one still has the feeling of being in the world. He was such an 
f ar from home when he finds able President that even we 
the most important news about Japanese are very sorry for his 
the United States on the back death. It was a holiday in Ja-
page of the paper day after day. ran and most of us w.ere rest-
However the recent events con- llllg when we heard thIS shock-
cerning 'the death of President ing news. From what he had 
Kennedy and later that of Lee done, from what he had said, he 
Oswald, brought home to me I was Jiterall~ one of .the best 
graphically the fact that America PreSIdents m yoyr hIStory. In 
isn't so very far away from the such an uncertam age of cold 
Europe of today, nor do the war, in su.ch. an important age 
people of Europe lack interest in of space, It I~ the greatest loss 
the great events on the other f~r al~ of us III the ~ree world. 
side of the Atlantic. LlStenmg to the radiO, watch-
ing the television, I still cannot On the evening-that is what 
it was over here-of the assassin- believe this incredible event. I 
ation, the news of the shooting feel very sympathy with your 
was on the television within a Americans. Let us hope and 
half hour of it:..<; occurance . By pray that new President John-
midnight of that same day, or son will follow Mr. Kennedy 's 
about five hours after the words and deeds to guide your 
country and the free world. I 
events, we knew that t he Presi- was trying to express my heart-
dent had died and that Oswald felt sorry, but I could not say 
had been apprehended. Not more than the above. 
only did we know these things The radio informed us of the 
but we also knew most of the 
details concerning the weapon, second murder at Dallas. I will 
the vantage point, what Oswald say that you Americans know 
was like, and many of the same what you must do. Though some 
pictures that America saw on people may have been cliticiz-
the TV screen were sent over via ing these criminals, I close my 
Telstar. The television station eyes and ears to them. Nothing 
stayed on for an additional two I can say. I love your country 
hours beyond the normal sign- and your people, so I trust your 
off time in order to bring this conscience. 
Telstar broadcast directly. The It has pass~d three days after 
major newspapers of Stockholm Mr. Kenned?, s death, but ~~en 
printed their first EXTRA's now the radio and the teleVISIOn 
since World War II. are frequently bro.adc~ting the 
. . news of the assassmatIOn of Mr. 
Smce that eventful e~emng President. We must listen to the 
there has been no le.t up In ~he facts and keep our minds mak-
stead~ stream of mformatlOn ing calm. 
reachmg the public. Newspapers David Ohhira 
have been filled with pictures of 
the President's past life and his 
most eventful days in office. Im- the majority of people that I 
mediately, comparisons were have met, and, here in Sweden, 
made with President Lincoln, I his domestic pOlicies are con-
not only because of the manner sidered liberal and forward 
of the death, but also because of lOOking, as they follow much 
the unfinished work of integra- the same line that the dominant 
tion to which both had devoted Social Democratic party has 
themselves. Integration and its followed here in the past years. 
many facets is a constant prob- In Stockholm on the night of 
lem for the Swedes in their at- the funeral there was a mass 
tempts to understand the inter- march of torch-carrying stu-
nal affairs of the United States. I dents to the American Embassy 
The event:..<; concerning Oswald where they expressed their re-
and the funeral of the President morse at the death of Mr. Ken-
were followed and commented nedy. Thousands were on hand 
upon with equal interest and I to take part in the virtually 
completeness. spontaneous display of sym-
Those people with whom I pathy and mourning. In front 
have come in contact since the IOf the Embassy they formed a 
assassination have expressed semi-circle and payed tribute to 
both shock and dismay at the the dead President with a min-
happenings in America. They ute of silence. As a final tribute 
find it hard to believe that such to him, all of the torches which 
a thing could happen in our the students had carried in 
country and they are apprehen- their march across the city were 
sive about the loss of Kennedy's cast into one large bonfire. 
leadership in the Free World. Speeches were not in order-re-
He was well known and liked by spect and reverent silence were. 
.. 
.. In the Mail .. . . 
Dear Editor, 
At last Friday's Kaffee Klatsch 
a very delicate problem was dis-
cussed-drinking. This has been 
the topiC of many dormitory bull 
sessions and certainly is a prob-
lem that the College cannot ig-
nore. It pertains to anyone 
twenty-one years of age and 
those students who in a few 
years will reach that age. 
As everyone knows, there is 
a rule stating that drinking or 
possession of alcholic beverages 
hold a joint meeting, at which 
they would requelSt the presence 
of a representative of each cam-
pus organization, including the 
fraternities and sororities. The 
faculty would also be requested 
to attend. From this initial 
meeting, other ones would be 
held as the need arises. Perhaps 
then something besides talk 
about the problem will develop. 
Signed, 
Bob Daniels 
• • 
in Collegeville is prohibited for Dear Editor, 
Ursinus students, regardless of The past Friday and Saturday 
whether they are of legal age. nights were two of the biggest 
The general impression that I, nights of our lives. They were 
and I am sure that others who the product of eight weeks of 
attended will agree, received is hard work, of memorizing lines, 
that some members of the fac- of anxiety, and of the last mi,n-
ulty and the majority of the ute changes. We, the student d:-
student body would like to see rectors, wish to thank every 
this rule altered. However, there member of the cast, as well as 
seems to be lack of communica- everyone who worked behind 
tion between the student body the scenes for making Dear 
and the faculty. I would like to Wormwood the best Curtain 
suggest a method by which the Club production in four years. 
faculty and students w1ll be Without your continued enthu-
able to learn of each other's siasm and quiet efforts, we could 
views on the problem and evolve not have expected such a good 
some definite adion. production. Our appreciation is 
The MSGA and WSGA should I also extended to our new facul-
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1963 
& Reviews -
IDear Wormwood: T~eatre in 
The Round a Success at UC 
by Susan Yost 
The Curtain Club presented a very successful first 
with their theater-in-the-round production of DEAR 
WORMWOOD, given December 6 and 7 in the T-G Gym. 
Mr. Hinkle, the new Curtain Club sponsor, was instru-
mental in choosing the play, 
Dear Wormwood, which is a 
clever a daptation by John For-
sythe of C.S. Lewis's Screwtape 
Letters. He and his two student 
Peek Around 
The Campus 
co-directors, Betsy Kleinginna The Student 
and Jon Zizelman, handler There doesn't seem to be much 
their material, both props and reaction to Rev. Mr. Schellhase's 
cast, very skillfully, to give an article about the Ursinus stu-
excellent presentation. dent in the recent issue of the 
Wormwood (Jim Barrett) and Alumni Journal. If you haven't 
Slumtrimpet (Meridy Murphy) read it, it would be worthwhile 
were two of the most delightful if you were to do so. After you 
fiends one could be tempted to have read it, the display case 
watch. Although Wormwood in the foyer of the library will 
blundered on his first case, Mike show you how it was put to-
Average, and finally had to lis- gether. Also, after you have read 
ten to his Uncle Screwtape, he it, the Weekly would be inter-
easily won his case with the au- ested in knowing what you think 
dience. So did his lovely cohort about it. 
Slumtrimpet whose laugh chill- "Ruddy" Tradition 
ed the audience even as they The Curtain Club is to be 
laughed with her. commended for having the in-
Srewtape, played by David itiative and courage to step out 
Henry, did his devilish work in of "ruddy" tradition and change 
a convincing manner. As he the dramatic atmosphere on this 
noted, though , the "quality of campus. Their theatre-in-the-
the contemporary fiend" was round production of "Dear 
decidedly against him and he Wormwood" was the most suc-
ended up in the stew, mostly be- cessful multi-act play I've seen 
cause of Wormwood's defection . on the Ursin us campus. A lot of 
The part of Screwtape is ex- thought and effort went into the 
tremely long and difficult, but production; the results speak 
Dave proved the quality of our for themselves. 
freshman class, as did his class- Yeah Maintenance 
mate Andy Sullivan, who play- If you haven't noticed, the 
ed Mike Average, the disillusion- Maintenance Dept. has been 
ed failure. rather busy in the basement of 
Judy, played by Sue Harman, Bomberger during the last couple 
was the lovely, highly religious of weeks. They are making im-
girl through whose love Mike portant additional improvements 
Average was able to receive that add something to the char-
God's forgiveness in spite of the acter of Bomberger. Also, the 
efforts of Wormwood and Screw- addition of lights over the steps 
tape to "pop" his soul into HelL to the student union (a job 
Judy was handled well, ~ were which is well underway) will be 
most of the supporting roles. appreciated by those students 
Small parts can be the crown- having to use the facilities there. 
ing touch on a well-polished Beneficient Plagiarism 
performance, and Judith Stahl It could be, that if the MSGA 
as Miss Fosset and Karen BiIl- doesn't make copies of the <lRe-
ings as Judy's mother. certain- port" available to underclass-
ly added delightful touches of men who haven't seen it, the 
humor to the performance. WeekJy would resort to a bit of 
The other small parts were beneficient plagiarism. 
played substantially well; very About Drinking 
few words were lost to sides Reports indicate that Friday's 
which had the actors' backs fac- Kaffee Klatsch was interesting, 
ing them. Rex Skinner could if not more. Concensus seems to 
probably have been more force- have it that the rules on drink-
fully and cruelly portrayed my ing on the campus should be re-
Bruce Tiemann, although his vamped, that the phrase be 
performance was adequate. changed from drinking, to in-
Certainly Donald Rossiter could ebriation. Thus it would be that 
have made a more realistic fa- you could drink as long as you 
ther than he did. However, in didn't get drunk. This, to my 
general, this was one play where mind at least, is one of the most 
the secondary roles made real reasonable statements to come 
additions to the play. out of a Kaffee Klatsch group 
Theater-in-the-round is new for a good many months, or 
to Ursinus, but the directors did maybe even years. 
an excellent job here also. Sim- mM Grades 
plicity was the keynote as dem- The current edition of College 
onstrated by the small number English, available in the library, 
of props and furnishings. Be- contains a "pedagogical poem" 
cause the actors did give the that refers to IDM machines and 
story so convincingly, the scant- grades. It's rather humorous 
iness of set and scenery were of and worth reading if you have 
no importance. With the Win- I an extra minute or two while in 
ning combination of good act- the library. 
ing, gOOd lines, and good tech- The Messiah 
nical effects, theater-in-the- With the twenty-sixth per-
round at Ursinus is a success. I formance of the Messiah this 
Good casting was also a key- Thursday, the question is again 
note of this excellent Curtain I being asked, Why can't more 
Club production. The major roles people hear it? Why can't there 
were all done welL If anyone be two performances? Why can't 
deserves special attention, and it be held in a hall with a larger 
it's hard to choose, Jim Barrett seating capacity? There are all 
should be given the award. All sorts of questions one could ask. 
in all, Dear Wonnwood won the However, in this case, I suppose 
first round for theater-in-thp answers would b~ more appro-
round with devilish ease. priate than questions. 
The "Free" Press 
The free college press of the 
ty advisor, Mr. Hinkle, for the United States has scored an-
countless hours he spent with us other victory. The editor of the 
at practices, for his many help- school paper at the University 
ful suggestions, and for his sin- of Alabama was requested, in no 
cere concern to the last minute uncertain terms, to refrain from 
of the production. any out of line comments in 
The student body is recogniz- . reference to integration. Evi-
ed for its support of the play in dently someone was afraid that 
the largest student audience the young students were pro-
that we have had at Ursinus in integration, whereas the admin-
four years. To you, we extend istration of the college was not. 
our thanks and hope that your 
= :: :: 
interest will continue in the 
future. 
Betsy Kleinginna 
Jon Zizelman 
. . 
Dear Editor, 
My eighteen - month - old 
daughter has been reading with 
interest the letters to the edi-
tor precipitated by my recent 
chapel talk. 
Since it was words about her 
which seemed to cause the ini-
tial reaction, she has advised 
me to say on her behalf and in 
her defense that at present she 
is unprepared an:.. unwHling to 
enter into marriage with any-
one. 
Cordially, 
Richard T. Schellhase 
THE INDEPENDENT 
Printers & Publishers 
Collegeville 
F.nJxley 9-9353 or 9-7151 
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by the students. of Ursmus College, CollegeVille, Pennsylvania Alpha Phi Omega by F. Dona uc er 
SlXty-second year of publication The brothers of Alpha Phi Many words have been writ-
EDITOR-IN-CHlEF ...................................... Sharon E. Robbins Omega wish to welcome our new ten and uttered during the past 
PRESIDEN'l' OF THE BOARD OF UANAGERS ...... Dr. C. D. Mattern pledges: Tom Brown, Marshall week regarding the great and 
FACULTY ADVISOR ........ . ......................... Dr. George G. Storey Strode, John Mauson, John Wal- irretrievable loss suffered by the 
ADVERTISING MANAGER ..... ... . .............................. Bill Scholl len, Bob Thomas, Bob Deuble, country on NOV. 22 . Though the 
CIRCULATION lilA AGER ..... . ............................. Arlene Vogel Gary Davis, Ron Deck, Jim emotional shock is still very 
Letters to the Editor should be typewritten (double-spaced) and received . t· t· th t 
the Thunsday before publication. They may be handed to any editor or deposited Clarke, Lewis Bostic, Dale Jones, mu<:h with us, I IS une a we 
under the door of the Weekly ornce in the basement of Bomberger Hall All Kim Kimble, Bob Abbe. We wish did some serious thinking about 
letters must be signed; names wI\) be withheld upon request The ",'eekly I ~~~erj~~j~;~e n:-~~rtp~~li~~I~t O~nd0'!.~~~~~r~ie. letter, and to choose those which these men success in their per- the causes of such a sense ess 
iod of pledgeship. deed. 
Entered Dilcember 19. 1902. a t Collegeville, Pa., a' ~econd class matter, Alpha Sigma Nu I think that Sam Yorty, May-
under Act of Conglest! of March 3, 1879 
M III \dd C We would like to thank the or of Los Angeles, clearly iden-
n ns.t ress: ampUl:! )~s~nZ~~~~ii~rslnus Collcge, Collegeville, Parsons' for inviting us to their tified one of the root causes 
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Payabl!! thrOl,lgh the. Ur~lnus College Activities Fee only. Any questions dealing our solemn formal initiation American people will stop and 
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ceremony. Our pizza party with think about the ha e groups 
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Take Out Orders 
On ealllPllI ~&. 
(Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" 
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek.") 
'TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY 
If you have been reading this column-and I hope you have; I 
mean I genuinely hope 0; I mean it does not profit me one 
penny whether you read this column or not; I mean I am paid 
every week by the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes and my 
emolument i not affected in any way by the number of people 
who read or fail to read this column-an act of generosity 
perfectly characteristic of the makers of Marlboro, you would 
say if you knew them as I do; I mean here are tobacconists gray 
at the temples and full of honors who approach their art as 
eagerly, as dewy-eyed as the youngest of practitioners; I mean 
the purpo e of the Marlboro makers is simply to put the best of 
all possible filters behind the best of all possible tobaccos and 
then go, heads high, into the market place with their wares, 
confident that the inborn sense of right and wrong, of good and 
bad, of worthy and unworthy, which is the nat.ural instinct of 
every American, will result in a modest return to themselves 
for their long hours and dedicated labors-not, let me hasten to 
add, that money is of first importance to the makers of Marlboro; 
all tbese simple men require is plain, wholesome food, plenty of 
Marlboros, and the knowledge that they have scattered a bit of 
sunshine into the lives of smokers everywhere; if, I say, you 
have been reading this column, you may remember that last 
week we started to discuss Christmas gifts. 
We agreed, of course, to give cartons of Marlboro to all our 
friends and also to as many total strangers as possible. Today 
let us look into some other welcome gifts. 
Do you know someone who is interested in Am~can ~ist(fT'y' 
If so he will surely appreciate a statuette of Millard Fillmore 
with'a clock in the stomach. (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was 
the only American president with a clock in the sto~~ch. 
James K. Polk had a stem-'winder in his head, and ~Ilbam 
Henry Harrison chi med the quarter-hour, but only Mr. FIlImor~, 
of all our chief executives, had a clock in the stomach. Franklin 
Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary Tayl?r had 
seventeen jewels, but, I repeat, Mr. Fillmore and Mr. F~llmore 
alone had a clock in the stomach. Some say that Mr. FIllmore 
was also the first president with power steering, but most 
historians assign this distinction to Chester A. Arthur .. How-
ever, it has been established beyond doubt that Mr. Fillmore 
was the first president with a thermostat. Small wonder they 
called him Old Hickory I) 
But I digress. To get back to welcome and unusual Christmas 
'ft h ' ne that's sure to please-a gift certificate from the gt s, ere s . h tift te 
American Chiropractic Society. Accompanymg eac cer co. 
Tau Sig last Thursday night was who encourage this type of 
very successful. We all enjoyed thing-such as those who call 
having Dackie Chandler Black- Eisenhower a Communist and 
well visit us for a few days be- call Kennedy dirty names. It in-
fore Thanksgiving vacation. cites persons of mental instabil-
Kappa Delta Kappa ity to perform acts like this." 
to It makes little difference Belated congra1ulations hether the extremist and hate 
Linda "T" Thompson, our pres- w 
ident, on her repinning to Bill groups are of the Left 01' the 
Schweinfurth, a brother of Zeta Right, and at the present time, 
Chi. Also best wishes to Mimi the Far Right is predominant. 
Marcy, vice-president of KDK, It is the labeling of obviously 
on her repinning to Brian Dit- loyal Americans as traitors that 
provides mentally unstable or 
tenhafer, a brother of Beta Sig. deranged persons with objects 
KDel's enjoyed their annual 01'- pon which to project their 
phans' Party on Saturday. This u 
year it was held with Sig Rho psychotic drives. 
and was lavishly supplied with In the vast majority of cases 
these persons find sufficient 
orphans, and orphans, and outlet in merely expressing and 
orphans Congratulations feeling their unquenchable 
and praise to Betsy Kleinginna rges to hate. But then there is 
on her suberb co-direction of ~he one who follows through 
The CUrtain Club's production nd commits an act. And when 
of Dear Wormwood. The sisters a 
were extremely pleased to wel- we learn from psychological 
come fourteen new sisters and surveys of the number of such 
their two sponsors, Mrs. Miller people that are at large among 
and Mrs. Rice, as honorary sis- us, we wonder why incidents are 
ters at a beautiful formal ini- not more common. 
tiation ceremony held last night Specifically, we can identify 
one group that has helped to 
at Marilyn Thomas' home. promote suspicion and has 
Omega Chi playe~ upon the anxieties of 
The sisters of Omega Chi unstable people. The John Birch 
would like to congratulate their Society has called President 
president. Patti Hill, on making Eisenhower " a dedicated, con-
Who's Who in American Col- scious agent of the Communist 
leges and Universities. The sis- conspiracy," and President Ken-
ters would like to announce the nedy an "amoral" Communist 
adoption of the owl which ap- "ball-carrier." 
pears on their crest as their of- This type of agitation, wheth-
fidal mascot. Formal initiation er specifically responsible for 
will be held tonight in the fac- the assassination of the Pres-
ulty room of the library. After- ident, provides justification for 
, wards, the O'Chiers will go to acts of violence on the part of 
Dr. and Mrs. Wagner's for a des- deranged persons who have all 
sert. The girls are looking for- the necessary mental makeup, 
ward to their ophans party with lacking' only an overt justifica-
Beta Sig on December 14. Con- tion and an identifiable target. 
gratulations to Meridy Murphy And always, the President of the 
and Sue Harman on perform- United States stands exposed as 
ance in Dear Wormwood this a real as well as a symbolic 
past weekend. target. 
Phi Alpha Psi At the base of the entire prob-
The sisters wish to thank ev- em is the kind of civilization we 
eryone who helped to make the ive in. Ours is a society in 
annual Phi Psi Bake Sale so which insecurity and alienation 
great a sucess. Congratulations are dominant. Though, as a na-
to Tau Sig and APO for win- tion we are concerned about the 
rung the cup cake contest. On welfare of our fellow men, our 
Sunday evening, December 8, concern is becoming more and 
the "Great Eleven" shed their more impersonal. Though doing 
title of pledges and became true things for others, the idea that 
sisters of Phi Alpha Psi. A spe- those who are extending their 
cial congratulations goes out to hands to those in material or 
these new PALS from the en-emotional need have a personal 
tire sorority. The sisters are also concern for the reCipient, is 
proud to announce that Carol 'arely conveyed. 
DeSilva has been nominated to The immediate problem, how-
Who's Who in American Col- ever, is to moderate the inten-
leges. sity of the propaganda of the 
hate groups, and this is a type 
PERROTIO'S PIZZERIA of action that we all can take. r 
cannot advocate censorship in 
2453 W. Ridge Pike 
Jeffersonville. Pa. 
BRoadway 5-0936 
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a free society; freedom of com-
munication is too essential. 
But those of us who are im-
mune to the vicious kind of 
KENNETH B. NACE 
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PAGE THREE 
The Kaleidoscope-Student in Review 
If Ursinus students ever get tired of discussing Mr. 
Schellhase's Chapel talk, they can start on his "A Kalei-
doscopic View of the Student" appearing in the November 
issue of the URSINUS COLLEGE BULLETIN. It will 
be placed in the library tomorrow afternoon for distribu-
tion. 
John Acton Will Speak In his article, Mr. Schellhase 
Ii attempts to describe and anal-To Young Repuh . cans yze the Ursinus student's be-
John Acton, chairman of the havior, beliefs, and thoughts. He 
admits that "The average stu-
Republican party of Montgom- dent does not exist anymore 
ery County, will speak at the than the average man exists." 
Young Republican's meeting to- There are differences, "Yet Ur-
night. Due to an unexpected ill- sinus students are highly homo-
ness, he could not attend the geneous. They come largely 
previously scheduled meeting from similar economic and so-
and the Y. R.'s have been for-
tunate to engage him for their cia I strata. The majority are 
from Eastern Pennsylvania and 
meeting. His topic will be "The New Jersey and are middle class, 
Importance of Being an Active white, Republican and Pl'otest-
Young Republican" and the 
campus is invited to attend. ant. The students who may not 
There will be a general ques- share these same labels do, 
tion and answer period at the however, sllar~ .the same gen-
end of his talk in which all are e~'al char~cterU:,tIcs of these de-
invited to question him about fmable gIOUpS. . 
workings of the Republican . His task woul.d have been dIf-
Party. The meeting will be held I flcult enough If he attem~ted 
in Room 2 at 6:45 p.m. merely to describe the Ursmus 
student, but Mr. Schellhase has 
WHO'S WHO tried to delve into the thoughts 
. . . and the cause of these thoughts 
(Continued trom page 1) of the student. Below are a few 
is a math major from Hatboro, quotes from the article. 
Pa. She plans to teach junior "Student morality is not as 
high school near home after high as parents suppose, nor as 
graduation. She is president of good as conscience demands. It 
the YWCA, a sister of Tau Sig- reflects the general national 
rna Gamma, and a Whitian. climate and is intensified by the 
Joan is a student teacher and a natural and often exhuberant 
member of PSEA. She sings in necessity to rebel, to gain in-
the Messiah and is co-captain dependence." 
of the swimming team. "They al'e away from home, 
Caroline Moretz is an English yet tied to and dependent upon 
major from Allentown. Mort is home. They look homeward, but 
co-editor of the Ruby and form- they can't go home again. They 
er news editor of the Weekly. want to be independent ... " 
She was treasurer of Tau Sigma 
Gamma. Her other activiti~s in- "They want the right to be 
clude: dance leader for Spring free without knowing how or 
Festival, manager of the swim- being able to accept the respon-
ming team, role in a one act sibilities of freedom." 
play, member of the junior ad- "They are both idealistic and 
visory committee and a dean's cynical. . They see phoniness 
lister. in everyone except themselves." 
George Rutledge is a psychol- Mr. Schellhase explains that 
ogy major from York, Pa. His as children the students were 
future plans ru:e to attend gr,ad- always organized into groups 
uate school and then teach psy- such as church leagues, Scouts, 
chology on the college level. Little Leaguers, etc. He adds, 
George plays football and is a "The common complaint of 
member of the Varsity ClUb. He apathy among students is di-
is president of the YMCA and rectly related to this 'planned 
also president of Cub and Key. childhood' foisted upon our 
George belongs to APES and youth. Many are apathetic be-
APO. He works in the library cause they are lost when put on 
and is the <:ollege bell ringer. their own, when given freedom 
thing put out by the Birch and 
other extremist groups can ex-
ercise our right of free speech 
also. We can answer, expose and 
even ridicule their un-Ameri-
can utterances and their un-
democratic methods. Indeed, we 
must do this in order to counter 
the now all-too-obvious danger 
of the loud but rather influen-
tial lunatic fringe organizations 
that exist among us. 
The politics of democracy is 
the politics of moderation. It is 
the politics of serious thought 
and stable action. Violence can-
I!ot be allowed to play any part. 
Emotion provides only the dl'ive 
toward basic goals and an at-
tachment to legal and constitu-
tional methocLs. To the extent 
that each of us has at anytime 
in thought or utterance wavered 
from the course of moderation, 
to the extent that we have not 
reached out in love to another 
human being in need, to that 
extent we share the guilt for the 
death of John F. Kennedy. 
SPECI('S 
Pipin' Hot Sandwiches 
Rt.422 
Limerick, Pa. 
HU 9-7185 
LEARN TO BOXII 
not to act." 
"They meet head-on people of 
all types of religious persuasion. 
O~te-n for the first time they are 
asked to defend their faith. Un-
prepared and unable to give 
reasonable answers, they begin 
to think that they have no be-
liefs." 
The article also discusses 
sports, social life, and Ursinus 
women. "Since small colleges 
such as Ursinus no longer pur-
sue professionalism in their 
athletic programs, students are 
becoming true amateurs, lovers 
of the game." 
"There is no doubt that a 
large majority of the students 
consider the present off-campus 
parties and dances superior to 
the more officially sponsored 
traditional dances, although the 
Lorelei is still widely attended. 
("The Ursinus woman is as per-
suasive and as persistent as 
ever,") 
Correlated with the article 
are letters submitted by a var-
ied group of students (the 
names and classes !ndicated 
with the letters are fictitious), 
Although the Bulletin is 
printed for alumni, extra copies 
have been printed. It is well 
worth reading. 
College Diner 
NEWEST, most modern 
air-conditioned diner in 
the area. 
Same proprietors: Mike & Joe 
Yarns - Notions Cards 
is this winsome little poem: 
Merry Christmas, Happy New Year, 
. LINERIDGE 
STEAK HOUSE 
Charbroiled Food 
TAKE OUT ORDERS 
HU 9-2266 
Owned & operated by an Ursinus 
Alumnus-Harold L. Smale. '53 
BE A ~fASTER IN THE ART OF 
SI~LF-D1·]FENSE. EXPERT TRAIN-
ERS' SECRETS CAN BE YOURS! 
NO EQUIP;\lENT NEEDED. FORM 
.\ CAMPUS ROXING CI~UB AMONG 
YOUR FRIENDS F()R FUN. SELF-
CONFIDENCE AND REAL PHY-
SICAL FITNElSS. COMPLETE BRO-
CH URi,] A ND LESSONS ONE DOL-
LAR. SEND TO: 
PHYSICAL ARTS GYM, 363 Clinton 
Street. Hempstead, Long Is1:tnd. N. Y. 
COLLEGEVILLE 
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP 
Joyous sacra-iliac! . 
May your spine forever shtne, 
Blessings on your aching back. 
May your lumbar ne'er grow number, 
May your backbone ne'er dislodge, 
May your caudal never dawdle, 
J oyeux Noell H eureux massage I 
• • • 
o lD63 Mas Bha/maD 
The maker. o( Marlboro, who take pleasure in bri!,ging ~o.u 
fh,. column throughout the Bchoolllear, lDOuld like to JOin 
Old Ma in edending greetings o( the .eaBOn. 
COLLEGEVILLE 
LAUNDRY 
Next to the Hockey Field 
• SHIRTS-
A Specialty 
PROMPT SERVICE 
Only the Best 
in FLOWERS 
- at -
CHRISTMANS 
568 High St., Pottstown 
For your CORSAGES 
See JAMES SHINNICK 
Patronize 
Your 
STICI(Y BUN 
MAN 
GOOD FOOD at 
Lowest Possible 
Prices 
478 Main St., Collegeville, Pa. 
HU 9-2761 rona C. Schatz 
STUDENTS-Suggest to your 
paarents that a special check-
ing account will help you keep 
a better control of your ex-
penses 
Collegeville Office 
PROVIDENT TRADESMENS 
Bank and Trust Company 
Member F.D.I.C. 
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Troster 
To 
Guides UC Quintet 
Victory Opening 
The Ursinus basketball five got off to a winning start 
Saturday afternoon as they dumped Eastern Baptist, 7 s-6~. 
~oP? Barry. Troster paced the UC scoring attack by pour-
mg m 26 pomts, many of which came in the crucial closing 
minutes of the contest. -
However, it was not an overly Illtramm~al Corner'" 
satistying victory for the spirit-
ed Bears since they committed 
many fundamental mistakes 
against an inferior club. Never-
theless, it kicked the 63-64 cam-
paign off in fine fashion and it 
might spur the Bears on to a 
successful December consider-
ing their next three games are 
at home. 
The first fifteen minutes fea-
tured a tight-fisted battle as the 
lead exchanged hands on almost 
every bucket. Ursinus then 
widened the gap and left thp 
floor at halftime with a 35-29 
bulge. In the second half, the 
UC attack became more efec-
tive. and the Bears' defense 
tightened up. Capt. Walt Kor-
enkiewicz provided most of the 
rebounding power. and Butch 
Hofmann aided with six assists. 
Jerry Rosenberger played thp 
best game of his varsity career 
as he hooned two fie ld goals and 
dl'opped in six free throws for 
10 important pOints. Senior 
Chuck Schaal and Freshman 
Rich Gierman, a 6'7" pivot-man 
with fine natural moves, chipp-
ed in with 10 points apiece. 
The Curtis "Seals". undefeat-
ed and untied for the past two 
years, have again captured the 
Intramural title . During this 
time the Seals' rock-ribbed de-
fense has never been scored up-
on. The game which iced the 
title for Curtis was a ] 9-0 vic-
tory over Maples-Leber. The 
chamns forte was an airtight 
forward wall headed by Captain 
"Brian" Campbpll, Tom "th" 
Beast" Mienhart, and "Coal-
cracker" Fruman. The offensive 
punch (which tallied 107 points 
over the season) was supplied 
Curtis "Seals"-undefeated, ul)tied, unscored upon-I. to r., 
front row, Tom Meinhart, "Brain" Campbell, John Campbell, 
R.E. Campbell, Jeff Zeh. 1. to r., back row, Craig Garner, Bud 
Krum, Ed Leister, "Ferndoc" Kozer, Harvey Fruman, Norm Gibbs. 
Smiley and Day 
Get HockeyHonors 
During the Thanksgiving va-
cation, the United States Field 
Hockey Association held its an-
nual National Tournament in 
Rochester, New York. There 
were 18 teams representing 
areas throughout the United 
States. All the teams were hous-
ed in a motel which facilitated 
the transportation and meeting 
place problems. The host team, 
Mid-East, spent much time in 
preparation for the tournament, 
and it was surely appreciated by 
all the section present. 
On Thanksgiving Day, all the 
teams played their first round 
of games at Webster Junior 
High School. Philadelphia's four 
teams spotted a record of 3-0-1 
for the first day. That evening, 
films were shown of the inter-
national Tournament held this 
past summer in Goucher, Md. 
Unfortunately, the good wea-
ther had on Thanksgiving Day 
W.lS short-lived, and on Friday, 
the games were played under a 
steady downpour of rain. The 
fields became muddy, and thus 
the play was greatly slowed 
down. Once again Philadelphia's 
teams had a record of 3-0-1. 
Then on Saturday, there was a 
snow storm, finally causing the 
cancellation of the remaining 
games. 
On Saturday evening, the Na-
tional banquet was held at 
which time the names of the 
United States Team, Reserve 
Team, and Honorable Mention 
players were announced. The 
United States Team was com-
prised of nine out of eleven 
players from Philadelphia, with 
foul' Ursinus alumnae earning 
posltions on that team. They are 
Phil ~tadler '56, Adele Boyd '53 , 
Vonme Gros '57, and Lynn Rei-
chert '62. Judy Smiley '65 and 
Sue Day '66 earned positions on 
the Reserve Team and Honor-
able Mention respectively. 
Despite the bad weather 
conditions, the National Hockey 
Tournament was very successful 
~nd enjoyed by all present. Our 
congratulations are extended to 
Judy Smiley and Sue Day on 
their excellent play. 
KOPPER KEITLE 
454 Main Street 
Collegevllle, Pa. 
SEAFOOD - Our Specialty 
HU 9-2536 
Maze Hardware 
PAINT 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 
AMMUNITION 
Hunting & Fishing Licenses 
3807 Germantown Pike 
Collegeville HU 9-9261 
----
Soccer Team Ends 
Season With 4-5-2 
by ends Ed Leister and Craig The Ursinus soccer team fin-
Garner, frosh quarterback Bud- ished up in their usual style-
dy Krum, and backs John stout defense with minimum 
Campbell and Jim Evans. 
scoring punch. The Bears bow-
There was a hard-fought 
battle for the rUlmerup spot. ed to the Drexel Dragons, 2-0, 
Tying for second place with 6-2 but salvaged a hard fought 1-1 
logs were Maples-Leber and deadlock with Franklin and 
Zeta Chi. Maples-Leber featur- Marshall. Tuesday afternoon 
eded a strong, quick attack led Drexel Institute displayed their 
by Earl Pfeiffer, Wally Knight, all-round ability as they dom-
and Bob Gladstone. ZX combin- inated the contest offensively. 
ed a tough defense with an ex- However, the outmanned Ursi-
plosive attack and their cogs nus scrappers made them claVI 
were Doc Albright, George Caw- for both their goals. It was 
man, and lineman Don Sim- tight all the way as UC's defense 
mons. battled gallantly against the 
The season went well, with tournament-bound visitors. 
few forfeits even during the cold Friday afternoon Ursinus and 
weather. As the season progress- F & M fought to a 1-1 tie which 
ed, slow starters like the Day was called on account of dark-
Students, South-724, and Free- ness early in the first overtime 
land-Stein became much im- period. The Bears scored first 
proved ; and acted as the spoil- as Joe Brackin tallied on a per-
ers for two possible title con- fectly-placed penalty kick, 
tenders. Zeta Chi and Demas However, from there on out the 
were strong, but bad breaks in UC booters held on for dear life 
crucial situations rujned their as the visitors banged away re-
title hopes. lentlessly at our goal. Goalie 
There will be a brief but im- Larry Worth played a tremen-
portant meeting for all dorm, dous game as he racked up save 
floor, and fraternity intramural after save, many of them spec-
representatives on Tuesday at tacular. The Bears hard-work-
12:30 p.m. in S112. If your floor, ing defense led by Bill Megill, 
dorm , or fraternity wishes a Charlie Shank and Joe Brackin 
team to participate in the com- thwarted the F & M thrusts un-
ing' volleyball and basketball til the ti.nal period when Adogli, 
seasons, it must have a repre- an Afncan transfer student 
sentative at this meeting. who is a candidate for All-Am-
Final Standings erican, smashed one past 
Curtis .................................. 8 0 ~orth's outstretched arms. 
~e;;le~~ieb·~·; ........................ :.·.· ..... ·:.·.·: ~ ~ b~~~c~ain a~~a~kas ~~~~~us ~o~t 
South-724 ...... ..... ................. 5 3 tshem the victory, for with any 
D st d ts 3 emblence of an offense, this 
ay u en .................... 5 year the UC boo tel's could have 
Demas .................................. 3 5 boasted a much better skein 
Freeland-Stine .................. 2 6 than their final mark. 
Derr ...................................... 2 6 
Sig Rho ................................ 1 7 
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY ~OLLEGEVILLE CLEANERS 
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS POWERS MEN'S SHOP 
Decorated Cakes for all 
occasyons 
HU 9-2871 L. E. Knoeller. Prop. 
Tel.: HUxley !I-2631 
Caroline T. Moorehead 
Catering S.ecialist 
Wedding & Birthday Cakes 
Meals on reservations only 
at 48 First Ave., Trappe, Pa. 
Mike's BarberShop 
476 Main Street 
Collegeville 
Schrader's 
Atlantic Station 
460 Main St. Collegeville, Pa, 
We give S. & H. Stamps 
College Pharmacy 
321 MAIN STREET 
Stationery & SchoGI Supplies 
Only Prescription Drug Store 
in Town. 
FRANI( JONES 
323 MAIN STREET 
Campus Representatives: 
KaIt Korenkawitz 
Chuck Schaal 
Weisel Elected 
"Unsung Hero" 
Senior halfback Dave Weisel 
was honored at the Maxwell 
Club Luncheon held at the 
Warwick Hotel in Philadelphia 
last Monday, Dec. 2. Dave re-
ceived the unique 'Unsung Hero' 
award which went to the player 
from each of the nine Philadel-
phia area colleges, who dis-
played dedication and desire 
even though he did not capture 
headlines on Saturday. Each 
team selected the individual 
who deserved the title of "un-
sung hero", and Weisel was the 
overwhelming choice for the 
Bears. 
Dave is 5'11", 165 pounds, fig-
ures which are not imposing on 
the program roster. But, Dave 
filled the bill in several depart-
ments for Coach Whatley. He 
was a reserve halfback on of-
fense, played defensive corner 
on several occasions, and kicked 
extra points with profiency. For 
the first time in four years, the 
Bears had a placekicker who 
could click with consistency on 
points after the touchdown, and 
Weisel supplied the "toe." Dave's 
best offensive show this year 
was against Swarthmore when 
he gained valuable yardage in 
the final half. 
This special award originated 
last year, and its impetus was 
provided by a poem written by 
Lou Rossa. The poem pertains 
to the player who sees little 
action yet he attends all the 
practices and gives 100%. The 
guest speaker at the luncheon 
was George Munger, former 
coach at Penn. 
Patronize 
Our 
Advertisers 
Expert Shoe Repair Service. 
Lots of mileage left in your old 
shoes-have them repaired at 
LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP 
Main Street Collegeville 
Also a line of NEW SHOES 
Dye all fabric shoes any colors. 
The Comolete 
Sporting Goods Store 
228 W. Main Street 
Heed the still, small voice of conscience 
I Norristown, Pa, 
I Order Your Ursinus Jacket thru 
BILL MACK 
Campus Representative 
Call home now! It's easy, it's inexpensive, and the 
folks'lliove you for it! 
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Who Banned Winning? 
Four years ago U rsinus grads were stunned when they 
discovered that some pretty good football players had de-
cided to take up residence at their old alma mater. They 
were amazed when Susquehanna didn't stomp us, 63-0, 
which was a typical score five seasons back. The freshman-
dominated team led by such " raw recruits" as Emmert, 
Sermarini, and DiEugenio compiled a respectable 3-4 re-
cord. Four years later the same players were there, but the 
record had taken a dull bounce to 2-4-1 and it didn't get the 
tag "respectable" anymore. 
Apparently the Civil Liberties Union and the Daugh-
ters of the Revolution had gotten together and slapped a 
strict ban on such a left-wing idea as "winning" at Ole Ur-
sinus. Well, maybe this is a little far-fetched, but its for 
sure winning hasn't supplanted complaining as the new 
rage on the UC campus. Why hasn't Ursinus produced a 
better-than average record? It's hard to pinpoint. 
One pretty substantial reason for UC's victory starva-
tion diet has always been a lack of depth. In '60 Coach 
Whatley recruited a solid nucleus, but since then only a 
few dependable hands have trickled onto campus. Another 
reason for the drought is that very few players have shown 
improvement over the years, and then again some have 
been hampered by injuries. It seems that such opponents as 
Wilkes and Wagner show steady advancement, while U r-
sinus hovers around that safe, static .500 level. 
Is there a solution? Naturally. More athletic grants. 
More enticing scholarships to the intelligent athlete. But, 
this has been suggested before and it just sort of floats out 
the window: It's hard to figure out what's going to become 
of football at U rsinus next year when the Emmerts, the 
Sermarinis and the Ritzes, etc. have graduated. Those con-
cerned won't even have to worry about winning then, be-
cause it will be out of fashion. 
I(eyser & Miller 
FORD 
Ridge Pike & Cross Keys Road 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
NEW & USED CARS 
SERVICE DEPT.-
8 a.m. to 2: 30 a.m. 
00 9-9366 
FffiST CHOICE 
FOR 
Personal Requirements 
Buy our Products with con-
fidence . . . Use them with 
satisfaction. 
COLLEGE CUT RATE 
5th Ave. & Main St. 
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